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LOVE, LEGENDS & LULLABIES

Angelus ad virginem: 13th century Arundel MS
Nowell, tidings true there be come new: English 15th century Bodleian MS

Surp, ter zoruteanc: Trad. Armenian arr Komitas
There is no rose: English 15th century Trinity Roll

Hamisha asar: Flory Jagoda (b.1926) arr. Suzzie Vango
Sub o salcie: Romanian arr. Ayanna Woods

Moonset: Don Macdonald (b.1966)
Dolce cantavi: Caroline Shaw (b.1982)

Who knows where the time goes: Sandy Denny (1947-1978) arr. Suzzie Vango
Order and chaos: Helen Askew arr. Lady Maisery

Eine kleine Frist: Herman van Veen (b. 1945) arr. Wishful Singing

INTERVAL

Gallant weaver: James MacMillan (b.1659) arr. Sarah Tenant-Flowers
Jack’s valentine: Libby Larsen (b.1950)

Cor mio: Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725)
Sweet child o’ mine: Guns N’Roses arr. Suzzie Vango

Det lisle banet: Trad. Norwegian/Tone Krohn (b.1970)
Changeling’s lullaby: G Davenport (b.1975) and J Arrowsmith (b.1977) arr. Papagena

The woman’s ‘If’: Jim Clements (b.1983)
Music for a while: Henry Purcell (1659 – 1695) arr Gunnar Eriksson

Fusion: Don Macdonald (b.1966)



PROGRAMME NOTES

Angelus ad virginem: English 13th century 
Nowell, tidings true there be come new: English 15th century

The oldest work in tonight’s programme, Angelus ad virginem first appeared in the 
13th century Arundel MS and was soon after mentioned in Chaucer’s Canterbury 
Tales. As is the case with the second work Nowell, tidings true, the text describes 
the visitation of the Angel Gabriel to the Mary. The words of Nowell, also known as 
the Salutation Carol, date from the 15th century Bodleian MS. Details of precisely 
how these pieces would have been performed are not known, so the addition of 
drones (sustained harmony notes) is editorial.

Surp, ter zoruteanc: Trad. Armenian arr Komitas
There is no rose: English 15th century (Trinity Roll)
Hamisha asar: Flory Jagoda (1923-2021) arr. Suzzie Vango

Having spent his childhood in Echmiadzin, the headquarters of the Armenian church, 
Komitas (1869–1935) went on to spearhead the revival of his country’s traditional 
church music. Surp is Komitas’s arrangement of a traditional Armenian church 
melody.

There is no rose is a 15th century carol from a manuscript called the Trinity Roll. The 
identification of the Virgin Mary with a rose was a common medieval conceit which 
forms the basis of several English carols as well as a multitude of Latin hymns. The 
use of the first verse as a refrain is unusual and may indicate that the piece was used 
in processional performances. 

Flory Jagoda was born in Sarajevo into the Sephardic Jewish tradition. She was a 
renowned guitarist, composer, singer-songwriter and interpreter of Ladino songs 
and Bosnian folk ballads. Hamisha asar, which translates as Feast of fruits, is a song 
of welcome and celebration in honour of the Jewish holiday of Tu B’shvat, the 15th 
day of the month of Shvat. The music is underpinned by a dance rhythm which 
gradually emerges after the solo introduction. The text is in Ladino, the ancient 
Judeo-Spanish language of the Sephardic Jews expelled from Spain in 1492.

Sub o salcie: Romanian arr. Ayanna Woods
Moonset: Don Macdonald (b.1966)
Dolce cantavi: Caroline Shaw (b.1982)

Sub o salcie (Underneath a weeping willow) is a traditional Romanian ballad 
originally arranged for Trio Nightingale, a group of women specialising in singing 
music of Eastern Europe and the Balkans, by the American composer Ayanna Woods.



The song describes an encounter between Mary, grieving for her son Jesus as he 
dies, and a willow tree bending down towards her in sympathy.  The text ends 
disquietingly, with a lack of mercy, yet the music offers profound consolation and 
solace for Mary’s suffering.

The Canadian composer Don Macdonald enjoys a varied career as a conductor, 
composer and jazz violinist. In Moonset Macdonald sets a poem by his compatriot 
Emily Pauline Johnson. The text seems to capture that weird space between night 
and day when all kinds of unbidden thoughts, memories and hopes creep into one’s 
pre-sleeping but still conscious state. The mood is one of reflection, perhaps 
nostalgia for a half-remembered love. 

Dolce cantavi is a setting of a text dated 1628 by the Italian poet Francesca Turina 
Bufalini, Countess of Stupinigi. The text conveys hope, renewal and love of life, all 
sentiments which are aroused when we hear birdsong. The music was composed in 
2015 by the American musician Caroline Shaw, who not only won a Pulitzer Prize in 
2013 but also won a Grammy award in 2022 for Best Contemporary Classical 
Composition with her work Narrow Sea.

Who knows where the time goes: Sandy Denny (1947-1978) arr. Suzzie Vango
Order and chaos: Helen Askew arr. Lady Maisery
Eine kleine Frist: Herman van Veen (b. 1945) arr. Wishful Singing

Who knows where the time goes was composed by folk-rock singer songwriter 
Sandy Denny in 1967. She re-recorded it several times, most notably with the group 
Fairport Convention with whom she sang between 1968 and 1969, and the work has 
since been covered by many artists including Eva Cassidy and Nina Simone.

Two further observations on the passing of time follow with Order & Chaos, a 
surprisingly cheerful, humanist reflection on impending death by the folk trio Lady 
Maisery, and Eine kleine Frist, a far more cynical view of time and its potential for 
distorting reality. Herman van Veen is a Dutch actor, author, musician and singer 
songwriter and the arrangement being sung is by a Dutch female voice close 
harmony group also comprising five voices.

INTERVAL



Gallant weaver: James MacMillan (b.1659) arr. Sarah Tenant-Flowers

Sir James MacMillan is one of the UK’s most renowned composers. Born in North 
Ayrshire, he studied at Edinburgh and Durham universities, and first attracted 
widespread acclaim with his 1990 Proms commission The Confession of Isobel 
Gowdie. Since this time he has since composed many Proms works and has a 
particular affinity for writing for voices. Much of MacMillan’s output reflects his 
strong Roman Catholic faith, but he has also composed many secular works including
Gallant Weaver, written in 1997 and based on a Robert Burns text. The texture of 
the music is highly distinctive, with extremes of high and low registers deliberately 
contrasted, and the vocal lines are coloured with MacMillan’s characteristic vocal 
inflections and ornaments, drawn from both Scottish folk and Gallic psalm singing. 
Sarah Tenant-Flowers was a contemporary of MacMillan’s at Durham University and 
Papagena is fortunate to have been allowed to make an arrangement for upper 
voices of this beautiful choral work originally composed for SATB.

Jack’s valentine: Libby Larsen (b.1950)
Cor mio: Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725)
Sweet child o’ mine: Guns ‘n’ Roses arr. Suzzie Vango

Libby Larsen is one of the most prolific and popular composers in the USA and has 
composed over 500 works in every genre, from huge orchestral compositions to 
intimate vocal works. Jack’s Valentine is a miniature based on a text, by Aldeen 
Humphries, which quotes a gushing fan letter to Beat Generation icon Jack Kerouac. 

Alessandro Scarlatti was an Italian Baroque composer who was born in Palermo. He 
is best known for his operas and church cantatas but also composed smaller scale 
madrigals of the highest artistry as demonstrated in Cor mio.  This sectionalised 
piece evokes the ever changing moods of one whose passionate love is not 
reciprocated. 

The hard rock band Guns ‘n’ Roses was formed in 1985 and Sweet child o’ mine 
appeared on its debut album Appetite for Destruction in 1987. Popular feature in our
programmes. Suzzie Vango’s arrangement, a very popular feature in Papagena’s 
programmes, transforms the piece into a graceful yet buoyant love song.

Det lisle banet: Trad. Norwegian/Tone Krohn (b.1970)
Changeling’s lullaby: Gavin Davenport (b.1975) and Jess Arrowsmith (b.1977) arr. 
Papagena



Tone Krohn is a Norwegian singer, songwriter and guitarist and much of her material 
is inspired by Norwegian nature and folklore. Based on a traditional Telemark ballad 
Det lisle banet (The little child) is, on the surface, a dramatic tale about a farmer 
leaving his fox in charge of his geese. However, the text is also an allegory criticising 
the church authorities for accepting bribes, described here as ‘soul gifts’ in exchange 
for spiritual favours. Changeling’s Lullaby, composed by Jess Arrowsmith and based 
on Gavin Davenport’s text, concerns parental love and solitude, with references to 
the legend of the changeling, an alien creature substituted for an original baby son 
or daughter believed to have been stolen by fairies.

The woman’s ‘If’: Jim Clements (b.1983)
This work was commissioned for Papagena’s second appearance at the Edinburgh 
Festival in 2018. It is based on Caitlin Moran’s barbed riposte from a female’s 
perspective to Rudyard Kipling’s If and was composed by British singer and choral 
composer and arranger Jim Clements, who works with some of the UK’s most 
renowned vocal groups including The Kings Singers and Voces8. 

Music for a while: Henry Purcell (1659 – 1695) arr Gunnar Eriksson

Music for a while is a song written in 1692, the second of four movements from the 
incidental music to the play Oedipus by John Dryden and Nathaniel Lee, and is one of
Purcell’s most frequently arranged melodies. This arrangement for women’s voices is
based on a ground (repeating) bass line and was created by Gunnar Eriksson in 2011.

Fusion: Don Macdonald (b.1966)

Fusion is a wordless piece which welds folk, classical and jazz styles into a joyful 
finale. Syllables are broken up and assigned various playful motifs one of which, in 
the lower voices, replicates a traditional drum pattern. Beware the false ending!

Programme Notes ©Sarah Tenant-Flowers



PAPAGENA
Sopranos: Elizabeth Drury, Imogen Russell, Suzzie Vango
Altos: Shivani Rattan, Sarah Tenant-Flowers

Papagena is a rarity in the UK, an all-female consort of five professional singers set 
up to explore music from medieval times to the present day. The group’s 
programming defies pigeonholing; drawing richly on traditional folk music and 
women’s working songs from around the world, Papagena juxtaposes these pieces 
with more classical repertoire from Hildegard of Bingen to Katy Perry, as well as 
writing its own material and commissioning from an eclectic range of composers 
including Errollyn Wallen, Oliver Tarney and Jim Clements

Formally launched in 2015, the group has performed at numerous festivals 
throughout the UK including the Edinburgh and Three Choirs Festivals and recorded 
three albums including The Darkest Midnight (SOMM) which reached No 6 in the 
classical charts as well as the No 1 classical download position. The group’s third 
album Hush! was released on the SOMM label in March 2020 and received stunning 
reviews in all major journals including Gramophone.

Papagena made its BBC debut in 2018, singing live during the International Women’s
Day concert on Radio 3. Since then the group has given further live performances on 
the BBC, on both In Tune (Radio 3) and Woman’s Hour (Radio 4). During lockdown 
Papagena created its own podcast Papsolutely Fabulous!, embarked on an ambitious
series of commissions and launched its first studio video recording of Imogen Heap’s 
Hide and Seek. Forthcoming projects include collaborations with The Orchestra of 
the Swan, further recordings and new commissions including a major new setting of 
the Passion story, and performances throughout the UK including Winchester, 
Liverpool and Salisbury and Chelmsford.

For more information, visit: www.papagena.co.uk   @Papagenasingers

“an exhilarating, unworked sound…leaves you marvelling. Certain well-established,
all-male groups could learn a thing or two from these fine musicians.” (Alexander

Coghlan, Gramophone Magazine May 2020)

“crème de la crème in the crowded a cappella space” (Edinburgh Festival 2018)

 “…went down a storm…the extraordinary voices of Papagena” (Sarah Walker, BBC
Radio 3)

“you will be, as I was, instantly hooked by the bewitching sound of Papagena” 
(Music Web International)

“I want to hear them live!” (Norman Lebrecht)


